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This is strong, in many ways and typical of a period he went through I'm guessing 1969-1974, 
when his paintings enriched greatly from his earlier style and became a part of the maturity 
he'd reached as an artist. To break the picture down, one of his objectives in this period was 
to give the viewer a sense of the wind-that is apparent in the flying sea spray,the attitude of 
the bird struggling with the wind, the scattering of the clouds, the caps of the waves:  a 
second goal, from his own words, was for the viewer to feel the moisture in the air of not only 
the sea spray, but also in the misting rain, and also in the illusion created by the mist and rain 
drizzle fading and partially obscuring the background sea and sky beyond the point of land: 
The stark contrasting of the landscape with the background turmoil in the sky-he used bold 
strokes to outline each blade of seagrass, each ripple in the sand dune (with the wet sand 
contrasting with what had dried in the wind); The seagull-his gulls are consistent in every gull 
he painted from his earlier gulls in 1951 to his  last gull (I'll have to go over a lot more of his 
work to settle on this point, but from my current knowledge it was 2004). He saw gulls in his 
own unique way which I was critical of in my early observations, but as time went on, and I 
studied other artists who interpreted animals in their own way, and I learned to appreciate his 
gulls, the simplistic beauty of every one, and an object for crediting Sheaks for pieces of art 
whose authenticity was questioned: The boldness of his colors using a thin wash of acrylic 
paints-the gull is a good example, very sharp detail with the vivid, black bars of the wings and 
wing tips making this bird stand alone in its identity, an excellent example of his mastery of 
seagulls, the bold colors of the sea, with rich greens and blues that distinguish it from his 
earlier seascapes, and continued thereafter; also, every blade of the  seagrass is sharp in 
definition, a new direction in his seascapes, which he painted from his early days in Poquoson 
to his final work. 


